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ABSTRACT

It is proposed that the nonshrinking  1p diffraction peak is due

to a fixed Pomeron, t-channel unitarity being preserved by a shielding

cut, which also explains the constancy of high energy total cross

sections. Several models 'are discussed, and used to fit  1p and pp

data,; in one, a new pole is .assumed near the Pomeron. A hypothetical

"scaling" relation among TT,r, Trp, and pp elastic scattering amplitudes

is discussed.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

For many years, the existence, of a nonshrinking diffraction

peak in wp scattering has posed, a problem for Regge theorists.  A

number of explanations have been given, involving 'either fixed

singularitiesl  or cancellation effects among several moving singu-

larities.2  All of these solutions, so far as we are aware, predicted

a falling total cross section·.in the energy region above that then

accessible.  Such predictions are sharply contradicted by the recent

Serpukhov data, which show the total cross section constant, or perhaps

even slightly rising, for incident pion momenta of 25 to 65 Gev/c.

In this paper, we discuss models for  mp scatteting in which

-the.-mechanism_used_to_achieve a non-shrinking forward peak not only

is consistent with the Serpukhov results, but explains them.  This

mechanism is a fixed Pomeron plus a moving shielding cut.  It is

applied not only to   p scattering, but also to  rn and pp kcattering,

which are linked to  kp by low energy unitarity in the crossed channel.
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II.  DATA SELECTION, TERMINOLOGY, AND OTHER PRELIMINARIES

We  use  data  for 71 , . Pp, #p andlnr total cross sections,

11*p, pp and pp differential cross sections. Our,rp total cross sections

come from the Foley data and from Serpukhov. We use the same3                                    4

sources for pp.and Bp total cross sections, except that the pp high

energy total cross sections, which are not available experimentally

in the Serpukhov. region, ara estimated from the Bp cross sections,

on the assumption that their difference continues to fall slowly.

ir'ir total cross sections are taken from OPE5 calculations.   The

phase of F P forward scattering comes from Couloumb interference

experiments.

For.TF p di fferential cross sections we use the data of Foley,

Lindenbaum, et. al.6, and for pp differential scattering the results

of Beznogikh et. al..7

We also make use of the cosmic ray results on very high energy

pp. inelastic total cross sections from Jones et. al. (Echo'Lake

Experiment8) and Grigov et. al.9

We will frequently write scattering amplitudes in the form

F(s,t).  Since we must go back and forth between crossed reactions,

interchanging the physical significance of s and t, we establish the

following convention.  s is always the energy variable in the channel

for which we examine actual physical data, and t the momentum transfer

variable in that channel.  Thus in the crossed channel, whose unitarity

condition is crucial to our arguments but for which no experimental

numbers are presented, t is the energy variable and s the momentum

transfer variable.
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In discussing the diffraction peak, we deal with expressions
. atof the form  IF(s,t)12 = f(s)e  .  The peak associated with such

an amplitude is described as nonshrinking (in some range of s) if

a does not change as s changes.  If a increases with increasing s,

the peak is shrinking;  if it decreases, the peak is broadening.

a is called the slope parameter.

F(s,t) may be a sum of terms Ti(sit).  Each such term is
'

described as nonshrinking, shrinking, orbroadening, according

. bt
to the behaviour of  IT(s,t)12 = t(s)e

A singularity in F(t,x) which does not change its position

in  the x plane as t changes is called a fixed singularity, and

must give rise to a nonshrinking peak in F(s,t).  A single moving

singularity in F(s,x) must generate a shrinking peak.  But a peak

may be nonshrinking for some range of s due to cancellations

among several moving singularities;  thus we cannot use "fixed

term" and "nonshrinking  term" as synonyms.

It should be noted that we use the word nonshrinking, in

defiance of the rules of English usage, to mean neither shrinking

nor broadenino. In this we believe that we follow established

practice.
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Since the models we propose concern only positive signature

amplitudes, we will, whenever possible, write experimental data in

the form of positive signature quantities,

97 = a -+ -  051 +Ce

for instance , and fit the data in that form, ignoring the negative

signature quantities.  Where it is impossible to calculate a positive

signature quantity directly from the data (pp slope parameter, for

instance) we fit the negative signature amplitude with a single Regge

term having an intercept of .5. None of our results are sensitive

to such fits.

We do not assume exchange degeneracy between the residues of

our positive and negative signature Regge poles.  In most of our

models, the only contribution to the total cross section which falls

with energy comes.from the  I.  If this is completely exchange

degenerate with the p, then they cancel in F.rCH                      (s,)
which must therefor  be mono tonically increasing.    It  is  not.

Throughout this paper, we will deal only with spin nonflip

amplitudes.  We will define our amplitude such that:

16Tr -    .
G: 1  = 5 A-, Fco,s)
T.1         (S) €  c.'/'

We will use u for the pion mass and M for the nucleon mass.
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III. UNITARITY CONSTRAINTS

10
Some years ago, Oehme demonstrated that shielding cuts

are required in certain amplitudes  in order to satisfy crossed

channel unitarity in the presence of a fixed.pole.  His argument,

as applied to 1  scattering, goes as follows:

The continued unitarity condition for *z scattering at the

27T    threshol d i s 0 (2)=Ifip
F-'(t,;0-1=-'(4 11-,iN) i   I

Thus if there is a fixed pole at Ao in F, there is no such pole in

F  , the continuation of the amplitude through the unitarity cutII

onto the second sheet.  But since a fixed pole is, by definition,

present at the same value of A for all t on the physical sheet, it

can be continued through the unitarity cut onto the second sheet,

unless there is a cut which, at A=* 0, exactly covers the unitarity

cut, preventing the continuation.  The relationship between this

"shielding cut" and the unitarity cut can be seen by considering:

f-'(6,  A)   .       F            (i   X)  ·   iT    C#)

-,

which has no unitarity cut.  Obviously,

fu. A.) =  £3)(4)
-1

if there isa fixed pole at A=A* So $ contains a cut.which exactly

covers the unitarity cut at A=X .  It must be a moving cut, since

otherwise unitarity would be violated everywhere, instead of only

at a single point.  It therefor must be in F(t,A), since $ and F
-1       -1

differ only by a fixed cut.  Two models showing how such a cut could

be incorporated in an amplitude are discussed in  this baper.

This argument applies, not only to the 2,7  threshold in ,T7T

scattering, but to any threshold in any reaction such that a fixed

pole would vanish going through the unitarity cut generated by that
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threshold.  Such a threshold Oehme calls "relevant." If there is a

fixed pole in the amplitude at x=x , there must be a moving branch

point associated with each relevant threshold;  as. A goes to.x ,

each such branch point goes to its threshold.

The essential feature of our models is that they explain the

nonshrinking diffraction peak in wp scattering by a fixed pole in

the   p amplitude, and explain  the Serpukhov total cross section as

reflecting the influence on the amplitude of the shielding cut
-    -

associated with the two pion threshold in the crossed channel w + pp.

We assume that the branch point trajectory has a slope comparable

to the slopes of Regge poles and Regge cuts.  The fixed pole it is

shielding, the Pomeron, occurs at x=l;  thus at x=l the branch point

of the shielding cut must be at its relevant threshold, t=4u2.  There-

for the branch point should have a t=0 intercept slightly to the left                 

of 1.

Under the same assumptions, the cut associated with the pp

threshold will have an intercept well to the left of 0, and may therefor

be ignored in high energy calculations.  Multi-pion thresholds

modi fy the discontinuity along  the nn cut, since the intercepts  of

their shielding cut branch points are lower than the intercept of the

branch point"associated with the ww  threshold (see Figure 1).  Since

we have no theoretical grounds for predicting the details of the

discontinuity, and since our fittings and predictions are not very

sensitive to them, the effects of multi-pion thresholds are ignored.

It remains to determine whether the 1T7T  threshold is a relevant

threshold for the·. reaction  7T-* pp.·   As we shall  show,  it is possible

to assume singularity structures in the other amplitudes connected
-     -

to  w+ pp by low t unitarity such that w1 is not a relevant amplitude;

in such a situation, a fixed pole can exist in   p without a
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shielding cut. However, it is much more natural to assume.singularity

structures ·suoh that #Tr is a relevant threshold, and a fixed pole in
-     -

AT[ + pp thus requires a moving shielding cut connected with the

IT 7T threshold.

Consider the three amplitudes F(flr+Flr), G(·Ar-*Bp) and N(pp+pp).

All three are positive signature, and the plus sign is therefor omitted.

In 3.11»pp  states ·the two particles.have opposite helicities in the

center of mass, corresponding to helicity non-flip scattering in the

II' II'      IIcrossed channel   F    G    and N   are the continuations of F; G, and

1 N through the unitarity cut just above the w  threshold onto ·the second

sheet.  The unitarity conditions at the zz  threshold ca·n then be

written: r-1 F'   2-ip r
FL  =    1- -        ,+ 2,5*     =      -Rail,0

Cr  - 2- jifiS  = .G
VE- 9

1+2631- 1 *nifF
Aj  = Al _ 2 lfGaf vlr /¥ -

ItagE
The ,1 threshold is relevant for G if these conditions imply

that a fixed pole in G must vanish in G     this depends on the singu-
II'

larity structure in F and N.  For instance, there could be a fixed

pole in both G and GII provided that there was no such pole in F

or  FI f  and a doubl e  pol e  i n  N  or N In such a case, there need
II

be no.shielding cut in G, since the pole need not vanish when the

amplitude is continued thorugh the unitarity cut.

Table I lists the various combinations of singularities in

F, G, and N consistent with a fixed pole in G.  One may reduce the
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number of possibilities in several ways.  The simplest is to require

that the three amplitudes, all of which correspond to "vacuum"

channels, should have the same singularities;  this immediately

reduces us to case 1 of Table I.  Alternatively, one can assume that

there are no double poles in physical amplitudes, which reduces

us to cases 1-4.  Either of these assumptions can be defended on the

basis of observed similarities among total cross sections for the

crossed reactions of these amplitudes;  such similarities are discussed

at greater length in part 3.  If we reduce ourselves to cases 1-4,

we then note that 1, 2 and 3 require a 11  shielding cut in G (for

3, Oehme's argument can be applied to (x-1,) G), and that in 4

either N has a double pole, or there is a shielding cut in at least

one amplitude.  This is seen by considering the K matrix element

N/(FN-62) + 2ip(t), which,like  $(t,x) in rn  scattering, has no

unitarity cut.  If N is not a double pole, this goes to 2ip(t) as

A  goes to x .  Therefor the expression, and thus at least one of its

component amplitudes, must have a moving shielding cut.

We see that although unitarity alone does not absolutely force

a fixed pole in G to be accompanied by a moving cut shielding the  11

threshold, it is reasonable to expect it to be.

If, as mentioned above, we assume similar singularity structures

in all three amplitudes, then the moving cut will be present in N as

well (case 1).  Alternatively, in case 4, the shielding cut might be

in N rather than in G.  It is thus possible to have a shielding cut

for only rn) scattering, for only pp scattering, or for both;  the

third alternative seems most attractive.
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IV. MODELS AND FITTING

Two models for shielding cuts are developed in later sections.

In one the shielding cut has the form of a square root cut, in the

other an inverse square root cut.  As is well known, a square root

cut with its tip at x=1-a gives a contribution to the total cross

section at high energies of the form:
ina 1-9

Im G 1 (o,s ) = C s   34 - C 5<VT

I.4 0-  e  (55,3] 21  9*l';
An inverse square root cut similarly gives a contribution to the

high energy total cross section of the form:

CS CA-a
A-a

I-MG(Jt   (04) =   £662.50(Ws-)14    =  --            79&»'1-11 1
The reader will note that the energy term inside the logarithm

is of the form s/UM, as a result of our starting with the energy

term 2 Cos e(O,s);  Cos e(O,s) is, ofcourse, the cosine of the

scattering angle in the crossed channel;  it is in this form that

the energy enters the Sommerfeld-Watson transform that takes us from

the one channel to the other.  Such justification as we have for using

this particular scaling of the energy is discussed in a later section.

At infinite energy, of course, the particular scaling does not matter;

but infinity is, in this respect, very far away.

To determine a, we must know the slope of the moving branch

point trajectory.  We assumed that the slope was either 1 Bev-2,

-2the ,universal Regge slope, or 1/2 Bev  , the slope of a cut generated

by the exchange of two Regge poles, and did fittings on both assumptions.
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As, shown on figure 1, the first assumption leads to a=.08, the

second to a=.04.

The amplitude was also assumed to contain contributions from

the Pomeron itself and from the P', with an intercept of .5 and

a slope of 1.

All residues were assumed exponential in t;  this was

sufficient for our purposes, since we were interested in diffraction

peaks  only  for ver small   t.     Thus our amplitude  had  the  form:

G cs,t).5 A,.I, 85, '.,2, +     C   lii:-f«kj         12,

4.'   , (6) =      or  Y 2Cu T

b =  Va or12
We fitted

0-  + 2 C5.f   +GF-r-     -       -liE_    4,„  G-  (S,   6)
2%(s)Ji·

/CG      .) -   05" -ffE:&   4 (3;7.r*  1 41'r     A
83 0   -     '  I  -Ingrf     2 -   ir (s),12  llc(S (8 0,

We also fitted the slope parameter for the positive signature

+
amplitude, b , defined by:

I  G  Cs, f ) I 1           6+1-e
for t small.  Since G-(s,t) is small compared to G , and since the

+
slope parameters for n p and z-p scattering are close together, we

+
can approximate b  by

6,-   67_167      ,   6  +2           ey
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We then calculate b  for our model by a two point fit (t=0, t=-.1)
+

of our amplitude to the form Ae , thus
bt

A   IGa,°)11 ·
bip - /OK fn -

1  Gls,-J)  /  

Having done all of these fits for  wp, we then used the same

form of amplitude for pp scattering (with different coefficients).  Thus

we wrote
",  ,1(osI- .08+21<U

11     r  t*.5 rl  - kt

N (.st)=SD«  +Fs   e'  + 51< t.4,(36416
t j

note that for pp scattering, -cos 0(s,0) = 2M    . We fit the pp
data in the same way as the j p, except that, being unable to approxi-

+
mate b       in any simple way, we instead fitted b  .  To do this,

exp                                          pp

we wrote:

5-4 t-  62

Wri' (56) =N+ (46)+ N-42)= N+46)+ W s     e

we calculated H from the difference between c   and  c- . and hpp       pp.

from the slope parameters for the two reactions in the energy range

where they have been measured.  We then fitted b   to
PP

32 'Wr r-( 2121
bff' =   Ic)*    n    .1   cs  ,)11

I   ' vf 1>    5-.
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The results of these fits are shown on figures 3.

All of these fits gave qualitatively similar results:  an

asymptotic total cross section near the Serpukhov cross sections,

a cut term with negative sign and a magnitude well under half that

of the Pomeron term, and a pole term with positive siqn and similar

magnitude.

While such successful fits demonstrate that the form of the

amplitude suggested by our model is consistent with existing  wp and

pp high energy data, one cannot take them as very convincing evidence

for our model.  We have so far shown little more than our ability

to fit.additional data by adding one more parameter to the tradi-

tional P+P' model.  In the later parts of this paper, we attempt to

go a little further, fitting the new data without additional para-

meters.
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V.  MODELS WITH CUT-GENERATING REGGE POLES

A very simple explicit form for an amplitude in which a fixed

pole vanishes in going through the unitarity cut is:

Fll, A)  - 1  (LA)€i:Vci'   +Blt,x)
(3)

Here y and B are regular at (0,1), and B is assumed to have no moving

cut.  Unitarity at the pole is satisfied by constraints on B and

BII' its continuation through the unitarity cut. We assume that tc(1)=4u2, so that

f     , 1 L..6'-V,43.9   '
EQ  CLA) = 9* AA, 4-1 --  + Lir ti,1)
does not contain the fixed pole.

If we simplify matters by assuming that  y(t,x) is constant in A

between the fixed pole and the tip of the cut, we can calculate the cut

contribution to F(s,t) in terms of the fixed pole's contribution.

Unfortunately, as Ross Amann has pointed out, this assumption gives
11

cut and Pomeron terms of the same sign, and thus cannot explain the

Serpukhov  zp data.  We would therefor like some simple form for

y(O,x) that changes sign between the pole (A=l)  and the tip of the cut

(x=AO; tc(AO)=0).

So far we have not discussed the question of where the shielding

cut comes from.  If it is produced by the exchange of two Regge poles

with trajectory  a(t), then the cut trajectory is  ac(t)=2 (t/4)-1.

-2
If  a(t) has the universal Regge slope of 1 Bev  ,  a  willC

have a slope of 1/2. Since ac(4U2)=1 for a shielding cut, this gives
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us acCO)=1-2U2 ..96. Since ac(0)20((0)-1, we obtain k (0)=1-u2 =.98.

If we now insert this new pole as a term multiplying the fixed

pole in Eqn. 3, we get:

Fil,A)-21'(4))- -  +  B (LA) £ELA)-i   +  !/22

(A-/) (A«,LIf))

3,2/612
(3,)

Here
.8  (+14)'= >Call!.)
Since the new pole is between the Pomeron and the tip of the cut,

it provides just the term we need to reverse the relative sign of

pole and cut contribution.  We can now assume that y'(x,0) is essen-

tially constant in x for the small range of x between the Pomeron

and the tip of the.cut (A=l x=l-2m  ), and the ratio of pole to cut

terms at high energy is fixed.

Of course, the new pole itself may contribute to the amplitude.

If it is present only in the first term of Eqn 3' and not in 8(x,t),

its contribution is fixed, and the amplitude has the form

,  r  (94_193    51        4F   (5,6 =S.  1   '(1,1)     p  Lat         *e-r-   /*'\

[1+  ( as TroL(t)            I   1
, PgZA,9

+ E 3,«Trglt)  - - Lly, 81=lt#) 1   1(2-'21
-7,/.-1/ 1/-*(2                                                                           (4)

A   ilm)-1 +V441 -t-t 5     I
1.«L,)

ri:fric°5#1 . p(»34)  di-i.iA)
-1-    liA 1- .   -8  7961,1   RAfti-  (A-1  )&-,«41   (- St j

4    71- J          l 3/R 'A
403= 2

4
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This form, with y'(O,x) assumed constant, was used to fit the same

data fitted in the previous section in the same way.  No

assumption was made about the behaviour of  y'(t,x) for t t 0;  thus

the ratio of each term at t=-.1 to the same term at t=0 was'treated

as a free fitting parameter as in models I.  Theresults are shown as

model IIa on figure 3.

Instead of assuming that our new pole is absent from B in

Eqn. 3', we could assume that it is present with just the strength

necessary to cancel its forward contribution to the amplitude from the

first term of Eqn. 3'.  The new pole would thus be a sort of useful

fiction (at least in the forward direction), giving no contribution

to the total cross section but generating the cut and determining

its strength. Thus,

B  (t.))    2  -3'(t     A)    i Ip +  ri-AQ-P        +   B    '(1)0              tr     :11-1  Lo
9             (  1  -*40&)    C»l (2))

4,1   8 to, A)  =  21:(El*12:.1-A')
Ak   ( A- ol(61)

+ B'(04)

The amplitude produced on this assumption is the same as the amplitude

shown in Eqn. 4, but with the second term missing.  We call it model IIb.

Since we are applying this model for a range of small t, we are assuming

that the cancellation is virtually perfect for 0> t>-.1.

A third alternative is that the new pole contributes to B a

term of arbitrary strength.  Thus.

8 (i,4) = 2.,41) + 8 /4,A)
/I

A-9,(2)
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This again gives us the amplitude of Eqn. 4, but this time with the

second term multiplied by, an arbitrary coefficient.   This we call

model IIc.  Obviously, ,it Mas one more free parameter than the pre-

vious models, which themsel ves correspond to special cases of model·

IIc.

One may reasonably ask for a physical interpretation of the

new pole.  The question is beyond the scope of this paper, but is

12
discussed at some length by Arnold,    who assumes much the same

set of singularities as we do, for somewhat different reasons.

He argues that the pole must have an exchange degenerate

negative signature partner, and that the residue near t=0 should be

small, since a zero for small positive t is required to prevent

the observation of a physical particle on negative signature trajector-

ies where·A goes through 1.

Fits using all three models are shown in ·figs. 3. Of particular

interest are Figures 3,e, f, which show the slope parameters.

In model IIa there is a large shrinking singularity interfering

destructively with the Pomeron.  One way this can generate a' shrinking

pp peak is by being broader than the Pomeron peak, so that by t=-.1

the shrinking term is larger than the .fixed term.  Such a fit is shown

in fig. 3. But there must then be a zero of the imaginary part tof the

amplitude between t=0 and t=-.1, implying a substantial· dip in the-

di fferential cross section.  Such a·dip is'not observed in ,the data of

Beznogikh et. al.

Alternatively,  the new polet could  have  a  peak.sh 'narrow  that

its contribution, even by :t=-.1:, was, small. One could thus confine the
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broadening effect to an arbitrarily small neighborhood of t=0.  But

there is no obvious reason why the new pole should have a residue

peaked so much more sharply,than·that of other poles.

In model IIb, we assume that the effective cancellation of the

new pole extends throughout the near forward direction;  observed pp

and Ap slope parameters can then be fitted, as. shown in figures 39,  f

In IIc, there exist fits for which the new pole interferes

constructively with the Pomeron in pp scattering.  In · p it still

interferes destructively, but the effect is not great enough to

prevent us from fitting the slope parameter successfully.  Such a

fit is shown in figure 3.

Looking at figures 3, we see reasonably good fits to all of

the data except for the real parts - especially the real part of the

pp amplitude.  This is not surprising.  The singularities that dominate

high energy, total cross sections are at or near x =1.;  their contribu-

tion to the amplitude is almost pure imaginary. Consequently the real

part of the amplitude will be much more sensitive than the imaginary

part to lower trajectories, and we can expect serious deviations from

+
the predictions of a high energy model.  Since c is falling

PP
+

somewhat faster than c   . the contribution to it of setondary traj-
ZTP '

jectories is presumably greater.

Model IIc, in spite of its additional parameter, does not fit the

data substantially better than IIa or IIb.  IIb fits the Re    substan-
PP

tially better than IIa, and in addition avoids the slope parameter

difficultiesof IIa discussed above;  it thus seems to be the most
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attractive of the models.  In addition, by giving the new pole a

residue of 0 very near  x=l, it explains the failure of its hypotheti-

tal exchange degenerate parity partner to appear at  x=l.

1
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VI. s-SCALING HYPOTHESIS
...

Before going on t6 our next modeJ, we must first develop

a speculation conhecting the amplitudes   F   (1 +Lw)6   G(lr.p+Tr P), and N(PI)+PP).

This will allow us to use the simple unitarity condition of   

elastic scattering to construct our model, and then apply the model to

the other two reactions. The reader should remember that, as in our

previous analysis, all amplitudes are positive signature.

From the unitarity conditions shown in part III one can

derive the following:

F/F  =G/GII    II

A sufficent conditionfor this to hold is

F=y G

where y  is any function of t and x that is regular at the

unitarity cut.  We speculate that, since the two reactions proceed

through  the "same" (vacuum) intermediate state, perhaps,  in  some

high energy approximation,  they are the "same",  and y  is a constant.

Were this the case, the scattering amplitudes F(s,t), G(s,t) would be

proportional for values of s corresponding to the same value of

cos 0(s,A), the  angular variable that appears in the Sommerfeld-

Watson transformation taking us from F(t,A) to F(s,t).  Since

cose (s,0) is proportional, at high energies, to s/My for  p

22
scattering (s/u  for ww, s/M  for pp) this implies, among other things,

that the total cross sections for  7Tp scattering and 7T7T scattering

should.be proportional, at energies related by s  =(u/M) s  .  Applying
7TJT        7TP
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factorization at P, P', and the tip of the cut (for models such

as that discussed in the next section, where the branch point is

associa.ted with a pole)·we find that the total cross sections for

Ap and pp scattering should also be proportional „ again with,the

energies scaled .by the same factor.

If, in addition, we accept the idea that, at infinite

energies, ·all elementary particle scattering reduces to scattering   of

the component quarks, we can choose for our constants of proportion-

ality the quark.counting ratios, 4:6:9.

FLs, i) =  93  G (is,1CL)  = ,>9 R t6 2 1 l)
(5)

It may reasonably be objected that by choosing a different

form for y one may. with equal validity get any other scaling factor,  or

none at all.  This is true.  We respond, first, that if there is a

"natural" scaling factor relating the different amplitudes, it seems

plausible that it should involve the.expression cosg(s,t), since it

is that expression which links the angle in one ·channel to ·the ehergy

in the other. .In some.sense, we can say that, at infinite energy, all

scattering by a given angle "looks  the same", and that by equating

the different energies which, in different reactions, correspond to the

same physical angle in· the crossed· channels of those reactions, we have

in some sense a "natural" scaling.

Second, we can point to figure *a which shows positive

signature t6tal cross ·sections ·for i.z, Trp,·and pp scattering, with

their energies scaled by the ratio of pion to nucleon„mass, and the
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total cross sections divided.by their ·appropriate quark counting factors.

Considering ·the limitations in the data, the pseudo-experimental nature

of the·  ww points, and the ·rate at which Serpukhov high energy pp

points have been changing in recent months, we consider this graph

strikingly suggestive.

Figures. 4b and Sh  show real  parts and slope parameters for

the two reactions;  here our assumption is far less successful.

From 4b, it is clear that the assumption does not work for

real parts.  Analyzing 5h is more difficult, since we have no direct

measure of the positive signature  pp slope parameter in the range of

pp energies (48 Bev+) corresponding to the   p high energy region

(8 Bev+). 'We do,. however,  have pp slope parameters in this range,

and pp  slope parameters at lower energies.  If we assume that the

negative signature amplitude can be approximated by a single Regge

term, we can estimate its slope parameter in the lower energy region,

and so calculate the negative signature contribution to the slope

parameter.  On such assumptions, the positive signature pp slope para-

meter, cannot·possibly be the:same as the positive signature   p

slope parameter, at corresponding energies.

Furthermore, in order for the pp negative signature amplitude to

explain the large discrepency between pp and  zp slope parameters, its

slope parameter at high energies would have to be much lower than at

lower energies;  the negative signature amplitude would have to broaden

radically between 8 Bev and 60 Bev,  This would require that that
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amplitude be made up of several Regge poles of comparable importance

in the high energy region, an assumption hostile to the spirit of·Regge

analysis.

So  we  concl ude that Equation  2  does  not  hold  for real parts,

nor:for.t: 0..·This is .not surprising.  Our plausibility argument for

scaling involves extrapolating backwards from infinite energy; at

infinite energy, real parts are expected to vanish.  And the slope

parameter involves t as well as s;  nothing in our argument specifies

what values of t  in  wp correspond to what values in pp.  We might

speculate that some variant of Equation 5, with both s and t "scaled",

would explain both cross sections and slope parameters;  since t is

small, and s large, they would presumably be scaled in different ways.

We have not found any such more general scaling relation.

We do note, looking at fig. Sh, in the energy region corres-

ponding to that where   p has a nonshrinking peak, that the pp peak is also

essentially nonshrinking.  The experimental pp slope parameter shrinks

by only .19 from 48 Bev to 69 Bev;  this is less than the experimental

error for the nonshrinking  rp slope parameter.  Indeed, the pp data

have a maximum at 62.5 Bev. It is impossible to tell from the data

whether this is a real phenomenonor a result of experimental error.

So the data is consistent with the assumption that pp and  wp positive

signature amplitudes are non-shrinking in the same region, although

they have different values;  this we call qualitative scaling.  If this
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assumption is correct, then the pp slope parameter should be

approximately constant in the energy range above that where it has

been measured.  For many of our fits, this is the case, as can be

seen on figures  2f and 3f.

Having now established the nature and status of the scaling

relationship which, we hope, links w#, 1p, and pp amplitudes, we

will derive a model for the shielding cut in  11  scattering, and

apply it to the other amplitudes.
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VII. MODEL III

Assume that there exists a fixed pole at A -1 in the Tr7T -' lT 7T

amplitude

ed)
F (t,A)'m -Fi

Define

L 3, (i,X) s q -'Cl,A) 2 F-'(1-,A)+29 IL)
where p (11 - '5*L as usual

since

F -'(61)99,
9 (1 .11=  y (,A

Note that  (t,A) does not  contain the unitarity cut since the unitarity

condition can be written:

F-'   (623  =   Fi-'(4,13-243  (4)

which implies that

F  -'    (  4,>) 0  ,3 (4) 3  29  (iA)  =  13;,-'  (Lix) -  23  N).  Lfrf f,4)

But -  (t,A) must have a cut, since f (t,1)=fct) which has abranch point

at  t=444: We there for  wri te:

f AL ·1)=  LpaE-   76/ A  )

where and

 *- (1)=42 X(*31) =1
We require that: F Co,A)k o in order that there should

be some total cross section and //50

F /0,>30«>
,

'
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Since

F   (t,A)   r    7,   121
INI   -X (61---.-ii--- Aet

this requires that

X C't,A)-- :2- -  +Ue 66-1 )11-t. (di
where g is neither 0 nor = at t=0.  But

-)( (t, 11= 1+%11&3661)21

-·J (LA) = (»13 Q (LA)  3   p (6 't)-iz'
(provided that g does not have a fixed branch point  at x=1)   Plugging

this all back into F, and assuming that  tc(x) is a linear trajectory:

4 61)-- 7*2+ CCA -1)

,--1
we get:

0, CA).   +  ff- Pf=*                                       (63

F (4,4) =.                                                     -
CA -1) /-EF + 2 Ar27 2/<LA)10-f I)'+fil-%«E)C   .24,4 a j

From Eqn. 6 we can show (with due attention to limiting processes)

that:

F(44)=f,j„+Fl + F  1 1,
Cu r            o'khe#  S i u tari ties                   (71

where
3 Tr

Fi./,66 9 ) =-- d (:W= ) 44 flb,  (7,)
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-V.
6,X +1)     -and '                                    r                2»1              It-  e- .«1-   /,4 )  7)  .1- .-._L_  i   j l   -0,1

FJ; 4 o) =   - 2",L / A- 1           23,417X L
11/ZG *(0,41-'A.

(7b)

provided f is such that these expressions exist.

25  5 -4 00 -LTr   (j _*1,

414 [3-  8-2U  1 1+ e   (IE -4**-)
r-      ir    \   9      - -

f'(2- 'P'f) X
r 1 le°'.-a' 9 ---Z .2. 0  .31.w c 1 -4-t  'CUT

7 t-YA 

X  /A/1 1 -
55.CgI-9 81)   # (948)

Thus if we make the - energy approximation, the cut term

has one free parameter, f(0,1 _4 _) 0  We may choose a value for c on

theoretical grounds.  In order to eliminate the free parameter, we

must find some way of predicting the behaviour of f(O,x), for

1 - 1.11.2 <A<1.
C

So far, we have made no assumptions beyond unitarity, analy-

ticity, the presence of the fixed pole, the absence of a fixed cut

at  x=l, and the existence of a finite, non zero, cross section.  We

have merely rewritten the amplitude in a form that incorporates

these assumptions, but i s otherwise entirely general.   All  our

ignorance has been shoved onto the unknown, function f.
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We must now make some simplifying approximation to f.  Since

neither  we, nor' anyone  else,  can  wri te a satisfactory explicit

amplitude that satisfies all theoretical constraints, such an approxi-

mation willnecessarily have something wrong with it. The simplest

assumption would be that f is constant.  This would at once determine

the ratio between pole and cut contribution, and thus eliminate one

parameter.  It is, however, an entirely arbitrary assumption.  We

choose, instead, to parameterize f by a simple form having some rela-

tion to the observed diffraction peak, and one that allows us to set

approximate limits to the parameters.  We therefore write

44+AX
%(4) A) =A e                                                  (8)

near t=0, A=l.

For tfo, this form has various difficulties, including a left hand

cut in f, a real part of the Pomeron residue, and several moving poles

at zero's of the denominator of Eqn.  3 (at t=0, these vanish).  Some,

but not all, of these problems could be eliminated by more complicated

forms for f. Since we are concerned primarily with very small values

of t, we will use the simple form of Eqn. 8, ahd limit ourselves in

our fitting to those terms in F(s,t) that are non-zero at t=0.

We can make rough guesses at the proper values of a and b in

several ways.  If we assume qualitative scaling, and assume further

that the change in slope parameter from F to G is the same as froM

G to N, we get a  z elastic slope parameter of about 7.  This suggests

an a of about 3.5.
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Since, in G, the diffraction peak is essentially nonshrinking

for -t as large as -1, the peaks of the shrinking singularities

cannot be much broader than the Pomeron peak; otherwise they would

dominate for large -t. This gives us the approximate limit:

For 6<p<22 Bev in 1N scattering:

b  £  A  g cose (s,i>

therefore

6.6 V
We have attempted to get additional information on b by

considering that the P' trajectory must'correspond to a zero of the

denominator of Eqn. 6.  By pushing Eqn. 8 beyond its legitimate range

of applicability, to the region x<.5, tl -442., we can get an

approximate equation which yields:

2.8,6 bL .5.0 for C=1

2.3 *b 6 4.1 for C=2

Obviously, such an argument is highly heuristic;  We have arbitrarily

chosen to consider only the simple features of our amplitude correspond-

ing to t= 0, and have then tried to get numerical estimates for that

simplified model using argument from the range -ll t<0.  Our purpose

is not to construct a precise model, but only to make plausible the

naive assumption that f does not change radically between  A =1 and

4y2
A-1- - ; once that assumption is accepted, our freedom to vary the

C

ratio of cut' term to Pomeron term is drastically reduced. Pluqging

Eqn. 8 into Eqns. 7, we get

Fcs o)  =       D      I     L-     e'*  16  -,2„lf,]ti X             (9)
3 17 3/1

.
gi. )SYNfi)     e'k( 1.'t„ -6), r(lf \ P

06   , co)-1

lp-*a]   17(A+I ) 1-2
' dz  +  61,2,1/

6.te     A  3   2 -fial-+1    s  D 44 1   E   are    Le  f....4·LrsC
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Because of the approximate nature of our estimate of b, we

have chosen to reverse the usual fitting procedure in fitting data

with this model.  Instead of varying b within our allowed range and

looking for the best fit to the data, we have done fits for several

fixed values of b within our range of values, and then chosen the

worst fit among them.  We thus estimate an outer bound for how badly

our model can fit the data, given our ignorance about the value of b.

In practice, the fits are not very sensitive to b;  this justifies,

to some degree, the use of so approximate a model.

The model developed in this and the previous section  makes

two predictions.  One is that   , wp, and pp positive signature amplitudes

should be described by one amplitude, such that:

-Irt,F (s,6)=93&,AG,11*A =  4/9.-I„N (sr/k,A
(5')

The other prediction    is   that that amplitude  has a certain  form,

implying a particular relationship between the Pomeron and cut terms

in F(s,t).

The first prediction was tested by using model I to fit,

simultaneously,  7Tp and pp total cross sections and pp slope parameters,

relating the  np and pp. cross sections by Equation 5'.

The second prediction was tested by using the expression of

Eqn. 9   to fit, separately, the data for  wp and pp scattering.  This

is our model IIIa.

In order to learn whetber the relation between pole and cut

terms predicted by the arguments of the previous section was reasonably
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optimal, we also fitted the data for  1p and pp, separately, using

the same model but with the ratio between pole and cut terms free to

vary.  This was model, IIIb.
We then tested both of our predictions simultaneously by using

models IIIa and IIIb to fit   p and pp total cross sections, and real

parts, and pp slope parameters, simultaneously.

The results of these fits are shown in figures  5.
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VIII. COSMIC RAY DATA

Recently, data have 'become available on inelastic total cross

sections for pp scattering at cosmic ray energies. In principle,

such data can be used to test theories for high energy pp scattering,

provided that they predict both the total cross section and the shape

of the di ffraction peak.   For, as pointed out by Jones et. al 8  If
dc     At
dE =Ke  ,

then
1/2

atot  = 8/2-((B/2)2-BcI)

where
2

B = 16 h A

Thus, if our theory predicts A over some range of s, we can calculate

total cross sections from the inelastic total cross sections measured

by the cosmic ray groups, and compare them with the total cross sections

predicted by our theory.

Figures 6 a, b and c show total cross sections calculated in

this way. For figure 6 a, A was assumed to be fixed, for high energies,

at 9, its value for  1p scattering; this corresponds to the strongest

form of the scaling hypothesis, in which the narrow pp peak is blamed

on the negative signature amplitude. For figure 6 b, A was assumed to

remain fixed at 11.4, corresponding to the assumption that pp scattering

is produced by a fixed pole, and that the pp slope parameter reaches

its asymptotic value at the high energy end of the Serpukhov region.

For figure 6 c, A was set equal to 11.5+ln(E/69); this corresponds to

the assumption that the Pomeron is a moving pole, and that it dominates

scattering for all energies above the Serpukhov range.
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On each figure, we have graphed 'the. experimental total

cross sections and the predicitons of total cross sections

(Eqn. 2') predictions are graphed along with the high energy

predictions of models III on figures 6a.  The fits of models

II and III are graphed on figure 5b;  models I give results similar

to those of models III.And on fig. 6c we have shown the predictions

of the Frautschi Margolis Eikonal model, as given in a recent pre-

print by Hamer and Ravndal.
12

As will be seen by examining the figures, the experimental

errors in the cosmic ray data are still too large to allow us to

eliminate any of the alternative models.  If future experimenters can

substantially reduce those errors, that will no longer be true.  It

would also be useful if we knew which of the two cosmic ray experiments    -

to believe, since their results are not entirely consistent.  If

one rejects the Russian results and accepts the Echo lake data, then

the predictions of the Eikonal model, although not ruled out, agree

rather poorly with the data.  The predictions of our scaling

hypothesis, on the other hand, fit rather well.
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IX. COMPARISON»WITH OTHER MODELS

The work most nearly parallel to this one is the paper of
13-

Hamer and Ravndal fitting essentially the same data to the Eikonal

Regge model of Frautschi and Margolis.  If we compare their model

with our models IIa, IIb and IIIa we see that they.have available one

parameter we do not have--a' , the slope of the Pomeron trajectory,
P

which we have assumed to be 0--and one constraint we do not have,

exchange degeneracy in pp scattering.  They thus fit  wp total

cross sections and phase with the same number.of parameters as we

do,   p slope parameters with one more (although that same parameter

must also be used, with the same value, for pp and kp), pp total

cross section with one less parameter, and pp slope parameters

with yet another less (since the P' residue is assumed exchange

degenerate with the residue of the negative signature amplitude).

Their results are better than ours for pp phase, but worse for wp

total cross sections.  They also, as mentioned above, are less

consistent with the Echo Lake cosmic ray data.
14 '

Another comparable paper is that of Barger and Phillips.

Their model has two more parameters than our model I, since they

parameterize their cut.  They do not consider slope parameters,

but otherwise fit the same data as we do with similar success.
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SUMMARY

We have started with the idea of using a shielding cut to

permit a fixed Pomeron, and using the contribution of that shielding

cut to the total cross section to explain the Serpukhov   p data.

We have concretized that idea in several models. In addition, we

have introduced a scaling hypothesis that seems to hold quantitatively

for total cross sections and may hold qualitatively for differential

cross sections.

Our shielding cut hypothesis appears to be consistent with

available data.  The models we have constructed, with the exception

of those containing anew shrinking singularity near the Pomeron

(IIa and c) predict relatively little shrinking for the   p peak

in the Serpukhov region, and the pp peak in the "post Serpukhov"

region.  At the worst,  zp shrinkage between 18 and 65 Bev should

be about .6, not much more than twice the experimental error in

present  wp slope parameter measurements;  in most fits it is more

like .15.  The pp slope parameter, by contrast, increases about

1. in that range.

For pp scattering, most of our models predict relatively little

shrinkage above the range where the peak has been measured.  The model

with the greatest shrinkage gives a slope parameter, at 1000 Bev, of

about 13.4;  for most models it is under 12. At the highest

energies where it has been measured, the slope parameter is about 10.5.
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If, to take the extreme example of the moving Pomeron hypothesis,

the peak shrank at the rate corresponding to a one Regge pole amplitude,

the slope parameter at 1000 Bev would be about 16.

Thus the most immediate tests of our models will be the measurement

oflrp slope parameters at Serpukhov energies and the measurement,  in

storage rings or at Batavia, of pp slope parameters at Batavia

energies.  Improved experiments at cosmic ray energies may also allow

tests against alternative models.

It should be noted that our models include several different,

and to some degree independent, hypotheses, which can be separately

tested.  The assumption of a fixed pole in a particular channel stands

or falls according to the shrinkage of the diffraction peak.  If there

is a fixed pole, shrinkage should become slower and slower as energy

increases;  if there is an ordinary Regge pole, shrinkage should

increase towards the rate corresponding to a single Regge pole

amplitude.

The scaling assumption will be directly testable for pp vs.

Ap as soon as higher energy pp data becomes available from Batavia.

More accurate O.P.E. calculations, or, in the more distant future,

direct measurements of  7T,T cross sections from colliding beam experi-

ments, will allow it to be tested for ,T7T as well.

Only one of our models attempts to give a dynamical explanation

for our moving branch cut;  even in that model, only a very limited

connection is made between the cut and the pole generating it.  Our

position is that, although such an explanation may exist, it is not a
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necessary part of our approach.  The nonshrinking Ap peak seems

to indicate a fixed pole.  A fixed pole requires a shielding cut.

What generates that cut is beside the point.  "Je n'ai pas besoin

de cette hypoth3se-la."
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TABLE  I

#      No Pole Pole Double Pole . Triple Pole Any of These

1 F G N F,G,NII' II'  II

2 F G F,G N NII'  II            ' ' II

3      F               F   G        G               N           N(0,1,2 or 3)
II' II II

4 FF G G          N                           N(0,1, or 2)'
II ' II         II

5         FF G G               N                                          N   (0 1,  or 2)                  -'
II

'
II II  '

6      F               F   G        G               N           N  (0 1,o r 2)II'          II                          II  '
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
,

Figure 1:

Trajectories of poles and branch points assumed in our models.

Figure 2:

++
Fit of models I t o Re G, Re N, c . , c  ,b    ( p) and b

Trp    pp · exp PP

Ia: (0)=1/2, b=1/2 Ic0 n' (0)=1, b=1/2acut -cut

Ib:
acut(0)=1/2, b=3/2 Id:

acut(0)=1, b=3/2 .,

In Figs. 2b and 2d

I:  Serpukov data

I:  pre-Serpukhov data

Figure 3:

Fit of models II to the same data fitted in figs. 2.

Figure 4a:

D: 0 + as a function of 2 Cose(s,0) 1 5/WZ
FL,1 7[7[

•:  cwp+ as a function of 2 Cose(s,0) 2 5/UM

i :*c  +  as a function of 2 cose(s,0) s s/MPP

Figure 4b:

0:  Re G as a function of 2 cose(s,0) i s/uM

*:j, Re N as a function of 2 cose(s,0) F s/M4
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Figure Captions (continued)

Figures Sa-f:

Models III fitted to the same data as in figs. 2

For IIIa, IIIb r'' (0) = 1' - Cut

For IIIa', IIIb' r'' (0) = 1/2' - Cut

Figure 5g:

Models I fitted, simultaneously to:

i :  a    as a function of 2 cose(s,0) i s/UM

i:     (i) app' as a function of 2 cose(s,0) E s/u2

Figure Sh:

Models I fitted to b  . .The same curve, lowered to fit b    (zp),
pp                                    exp

is shown as an insert.

Figure 5i, j:

Models III fitted as in figs. 5g, h.

Figure 6a:

'total for p+p + p+p, calculated from cosmic ray experiments, with high

energy predictions of models III

Figures 6b, c:

The same as fig. 6a, calculated on different assumptions.  The predictions

of models II and III are shown in 6b, the predictions of the eikonal

model in 6c.
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